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"She wanted to be a 
ClASSIC INTERVIEW big deal" Half 

a century on, the story of a singer
songwriter's remarl<able rise 

SONG TO A 
SEAGULL ALBUM FEATURE 

A feted 23-year-old songwriter steps 
into the spotlight, with a mavericl< 
ex-Byrd producing 

CLOUDS AlBUM FEATURE 

The world-weary ingenue 
embraces her own contradictions 
with soon-to-be-standard songs 

LADIES OF THE 
CANYON AlBUM FEATURE 

Fame becl<ons as we hear Mitchell 
''cracking out of her chrysalis and 
beginning to soar'' 

"Iwantmy 
music to et more 

sophisticate '' CLASSIC INTERVIEW 

Joni visits the UK, leaving her public 
and our correspondent awestruck 

BLUE ALBUM FEATURE 

Romantic upheaval and 
restless travel fuel a timeless classic 

FOR THE 
ROSES ALBUM FEATURE 

A retreat to Canada produces a 
more impressionistic fifth album 

COURT AND 
SPARK ALBUM FEATURE 

Backed by the LA Express, a 
bigger, bolder Mitchell sound is 
born, with hints of jazzier 
experiments to come 

''They say I've 
changed ... Yes, 

I have!" Back 
in London, Joni isn't talking, but 
she still reveals some secrets 

THE HISSING 
OF SUMMER 

LAWNS ALBUM FEATURE 

Subtle sounds and suburban 
musings: an underrated (at 
the time) gem JONI 

MITCHELL 
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HEJIRA 
ALBUM FEATURE 

Fearless women and open 
roads inspire an expansive, 
experimental journey 

DON JUAN'S 
RECKLESS 

DAUGHTER AlBUM FEATURE 

Inching further into jazz with a 
bold double album 

MINGUS AlBUM FEATURE 

A dying mentor inspires a 
meeting of minds lil<e no other 

WILD THINGS 
RUN FAST ALBUM FEATURE 

The Police, Lionel Richie and a 
new beau help usher Joni into a 
brash new decade 

DOG EAT DOG 
AlBUM FEATURE 

Thomas Dolby's synthscapes 
soundtrack Ms Mitchell's raging 
broadsides against the Reagan era 

"You're going to 
getme into my 

apocalyptic vision ... " 
ClASSIC INTERVIEW The newlywed holds 

forth on censorship, Live Aid and 
her synth-heavynew LP 

CHALK MARK 
IN A RAIN 

STORM AlBUM FEATURE 

Celebrity guests add stardust to 
a glossy late-'8os outing 

NIGHT RIDE 
HOME ALBUM FEATURE 

A new decade heralds a return to 
intimate, introspective concerns 

TURBULENT 
INDIGO AlBUM FEATURE 

As a Van Gogh homage adorns 
the cover, a tortured artist 
vents her spleen between the 
grooves within 
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TAMING THE 
TIGER ALBUM FEATURE 

A new guitar sound, a rediscovered 
daughter and ... a last hurrah? 

BOTH SIDES 
NOW AlBUM FEATURE 

The legend finds a new voice, via 
vintage covers and a couple of her 
own old favourites 

TRAVELOGUE 
AlBUM FEATURE 

Mitchell delves further into her 
back catalogue, in playfully 
revisionist mood 

SHINE AlBUM FEATURE 

A ballet soundtrack is a 
surprise final encore to a peerless 
singer-songwriting career 

Joni Mitchell's 30 
Greatest Songs 

Friends, fans and ~ ClASSIC INTERVIEW 

pandmates take their pick i 

''I'mafi hter, that's 
whatl o'' 

ClASSIC INTERVIEW Joni gathers her 
strength since her aneurysm in 2015 

LIVES AND 
COMPILATIONS 

AlBUM FEATURE Bootlegs, outtakes, 
concert recordings and more 

MISCELLLANY 
AlBUM FEATURE Singles, DVDs, 

paintings, guest appearances ... 
and those guitar tunings in full 

STOP ME ALBUM FEATURE 

LA Express guitarist Robben 
Ford tells of his journey with Joni 
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